INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANNOTATING
Annotating simply means to add notations or to give comments, so in
terms of our study of literature, to annotate simply means to add
notations, make comments, and most importantly, make connections
with the literature we’re reading.
Readers who annotate read more carefully, they process the real value and meaning of the
literature more deeply, and they make connections to the work’s overall thematic message. In
essence, they truly begin to uncover what the work is saying by pondering more deeply what’s
on the page.
While annotating is personal to an extent, there are standards that we would like our students
to strive to meet. Those standards include more than simply underlining or highlighting their
texts. Annotating is not illustrating the text but rather interacting with it. Good readers and
good annotators make connections, draw conclusions, pick up on themes, see connections
made throughout the text, and essentially, like math, show their work in the text as they read.
This sort of active thinking allows the reader to process and analyze and even come up with
questions: questions that get answered as the process of reading moves along, or questions
that will get answered in class.
Here are some suggestions for annotating:
1. Highlighting is okay, IF you do something with the passages that have been highlighted.
Simply highlighting only changes the color of the pages. You must make notes about
why you’ve highlighted those sections and what they mean to you, to the novel’s
message, and to the connections you’re making and finding within the work.
2. Marginal notes are exceptional ways of remembering what you’ve read. Making brief
notes about what a passage says is essential to studying literature. When students are
asked to write essays on what they have read, these notes act as a key of sorts. Through
them the student can revisit key passages and find sections and ideas that were
stimulating.
3. Try using brackets, stars, arrows, circling key words and phrases, and question marks for
places that you need to revisit or ask the teacher to clarify for you.
4. Use the inside of the covers and the end-sheets to record key ideas and key themes. Use
them to record the names of important characters. You may also use them to mark
down really important quotes and the page number for those quotes. Record your
epiphanies there, too. Write down interesting words that you might want to remember.
5. Jot down a quick summary at the end of each chapter.
6. Use the top margins to record key ideas that you’re finding or seeing reoccur.

7. While not a universal system, consider the following abbreviations:
a. S for symbol
b. I for imagery
c. F for figurative language
d. T for tone
e. Th for theme
f. Ch for characterization
g. D for diction
h. P for key plot elements
i. C for conflict; remember that conflict is the basis of all plot
8. Use little Post-It notes to mark really important passages that you think are essential for
revisiting.
9. Most importantly, think about what the text means and how the text matters! Make
those connections. The books you’ve been assigned to read or not just to read. There’s
value in them beyond the mere enjoyment and entertainment.
10. Don’t mark too much. It’s a fine balance. Too little looks like you’ve done too little
processing, and too much looks like you’re more concerned with writing annotations
than enjoying and processing the book’s messages. (Generally, something on each page
is the minimum.)
Finally, don’t fall into the common trap of simply highlighting or underlining. This provides no
frame of reference. You must make marginal notes and make connections. Otherwise, you’re
just coloring your text.
Mortimer Adler’s “How to Mark a Book” is a great essay on what annotating truly means. There
is a copy of that essay available for download at wcala.org/summerreading/
Also attached are some photographs of sample annotations for Walker Percy’s first novel, The
Moviegoer. While they are indeed not perfect, they can provide you with a frame of reference.
Remember, annotating is a personal skill that requires development. The keys are making
connections, processing information, and asking questions.
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